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Hi: So possibly the best summer for a generation & I spent most of it up in the snow of the French & Swiss Alps - they say timing is everything. So what about you

lot? what did you get up to? Did anyone find the time to make it up their own (finally in condition) Indian Face?

For those of you new to the newsletter - its your chance to catch up on the season just been - I know it seems late - but the exceptional weather has seen many

members still rock climbing well into November (though we'll keep those tales for the Autumn newsletter!). For those of you familiar with the setup it's a chance to

catch up on club news & reflect on your own fine summer, whatever you got done.

As I said last time - I can only make this newsletter as good as the contributions I get from the members - fortunately some excellent members, both old & new, rose

to the challenge, and there's another selection of tales of travel, adventure and, good deeds for you to enjoy..

Click on the links below - or scroll down

Hope to see you out in the hills, on the crags or at the wall,

Kelvyn

Articles

Ecrins rock trip

by Fi Massey

The Club (Paul and Fi) Trip To Dolomites (Ecrins)

Originally a club trip to Dolomites but never happened so here is a short version of our trip to the Ecrins. The destination was finalised but the

route to it was still evolving on route!
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First of all we decided to stop off in Dijon to climb but during a non-toll route we decided we were closer to Morzine; where some friends were

staying. After a quick stop at an unknown via ferrata we made it to Morzine for some downhill mtb, including an amazing ridge ride after huffing

and puffing our way up the Col de Coux. Saint Jean D’Aulps was a local climbing venue with some good and dirty routes. In addition there was a

via ferrata at the venue with an arm pumping ED section which I quickly escaped from onto the D route. Paul also did the via ferrata in Avoriaz in

wet conditions.

One evening whilst at a friend’s apartment they started raving on about Les Arcs where some of them had been the previous week.  “Great

switchbacks, natural trails, roots, flowing tracks.” To us it sounded like mountain bike heaven so our plans changed again and we ended up

travelling to Les Arcs with a short stop in Les Tines for a traversing via ferrata and a single pitch climbing crag. (Glad we had a 70m rope for this)

  

                 

Oh yeah and a stop at Col De Roseland for another via ferrata. This was mountainous, climbing on rock with few metal footholds, with a scary rope

bridge and a tunnel to finish it off. The knees were definitely wobbly on this one.

Staying at Arc 1600 we bought a 3 day bike pass. Eager on the first day and Paul wanting to get, ‘Value for Money’ we descended to the funicular in

time for the first departure and continued biking until the lifts closed. They were right great tracks and plenty of them. A day of wet weather gave

us a break at last.

            

After about 10 days we thought it was time to head to the Ecrins so driving through Val D’Isere we had to resist stopping for more adventures,

already thinking we will have to come back again, maybe when there is snow!

Arriving in Briancon we had a quick look round the old town and gathered some more information. Our first stop was at Rocher Du Bez with

excellent climbing, some pockety routes on quartzite rock. The day after from the same spot we started some ‘proper’ biking, having to climb the

mountains instead of cheating and getting the lifts. (Paul was happy!) This took us up La Cucumelle , then across a scree slope and then seat down

for a twisting, rocky,  singletrack downhill.  Later that  day we travelled up the valley and climbed a multi-pitch route on Chemin Du Roy,  a

limestone crag. Then we headed to Monetier-les-Bains with a bike ride to L’Alpe Du Lauzet. Stunning scenery with a traversing section and a

flowing descent between trees down to Monetier-les-Bains.    
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Then we headed into Vallee de la Claree. We mountain biked from Plampinet up and around Rouche Gauthier visiting Fort D’Olive on the top of a

mountain followed by a boulder field descent. Just about walkable let alone rideable but we tried without injury. The day after we moved to the

Italian border to do a well-equipped and quite easy route called ‘Tour Germaine’. Mmmmmmm ……not equipped at all, about 2 or 3 bolts each

pitch and a scree descent. Following this we moved back to Plampinet for a day biking and a day climbing. Climbing was at Le Rocher Qui Repond.

A very popular crag of calcaire, lots of shade for the belayer in the trees but sadly a tad polished.

           

 

Finally to the climbing mecca of the Ecrins ‘Ailefroide’. Arriving in the town all you could see was herds of climbers and tents everywhere. Basically

the village is a campsite so we headed up the pass at night to sleep in the van where we failed on our mission of spending nothing on camping. 2

euros for 3 weeks in Europe for camping isn’t that bad! The parking at the top of the pass is the main starting point for people wanting to climb

Barre des Ecrins. This did cross our minds to climb but we had come to rock climb. Amazing views of the glacier could be scene from here.

Climbing in Ailefroide is definitely worth the drive. Well protected single-pitch and multi-pitch routes on granit. Climbing involved the crags

Palavar, Les Etoiles, La Draye crags and probably some others. The great attraction is they are all close enough to walk to from Ailefroide.

Unfortunately during our five ish days here we had nearly two days of rain. The via ferrata down the road through a gorge after rain was amazing.

The rushing of water and listening to boulders being moved in the water below whilst pulling yourself over an overhang is quite an adrenalin rush!

Sadly it was time to head home and a short stop at a crag recommended on the way was needed. Les Traverses et la Vignette had superb folded

calcaire rock and was worth a visit.

A great holiday, we believed the van wanted to stay in France for longer so the van decided to break its own gearbox on the way home near Dijon.

(Nothing to do with Pauls driving) Luckily for us we were covered by AA so after half a day climbing near Dijon the AA had sorted out 260 euros in

taxi fares, 2 nights in a hotel, 2 hire cars and one ferry journey. Finally we made it back to Kendal, sadly for the van it also returned to Kendal but 2

½ weeks later.     
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The Real 3 Peaks Challenge

By Kelvyn James

So I get a call from someone I know a fair few of you will know - Rich Pyne, ex of this Parish. A climbing trip? winter plans? - Days for that next

qualification? Beers?...No - "would I like to organise collecting litter off Scafell Pike?" Now I seem to spend a fair bit of my working days (I know,

stop laughing) taking clients up the trade routes in the Lakes & Dales - and its pretty hard to avoid the mess that many leave behind. This

combined with Rich's infectious enthusiasm for a good deed & I was soon neck deep in emails, press releases, tv appearances and facebook pages.

2 walkers brought this off the Ben, June 2013, kicking off The Real 3 Peaks Challenge.

Quickly the idea picked up pace & soon we had co-ordinators for the 3 Peaks and volunteers started to put their names down. Very impressively

KMC really took it on board - the Peak Meet was moved to accommodate it & on the day we had 10 club members bolstering the 35 volunteers who

turned out. Unlike Snowdon & the Ben, Scafell was a bit more of a logistical challenge - but the number of volunteers we managed meant that we

were able to send teams up from all three valleys & give the hill a really good clean.

A lot of Club members amongst the Seathwaite & Langdale Teams on the summit

some familiar faces in Wasdale too...
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Steve & Marissa

Pete & Yukari

I've added below the words from the other teams on how their days went:

Ben Nevis:
I just emptied my car of all the litter we collected yesterday.

17 bags in total, ranging from plastic bottles (3 bags worth), boots, clothing ( 9kg). All known toilet spots were scoured turning over a huge amount of rocks, removing all tissues, tampons, etc. The

Cairns were stripped of the excess stones that folks had added from the path...

All in all, we removed 75 kg, nearly all items were small.

I think the worst find of all was found by James. 

A rotting mouse found in a plastic Lucozade bottle. I think this really highlights the damage that can happen because of littering.

Rich

Snowdon;

***SNOWDON UPDATE***

A huge, huge thank you to the team of 17 volunteers that turned out at 0745 this morning to meet outside the Snowdon Railway station. Unfortunately the weather wasn't playing ball and was shown to

be gusting 90mph(!) above Clogwyn station so it was onto plan B.

We split into 2 teams and head up on foot along the Watkin Path and PYG Track. Both teams worked extremely hard to get into areas that are well away from paths, especially the PYG Track team who

traversed the steep screes beneath the Clogwyn y Garnedd/Trinty Face.

We spoke to loads of people on the way up and down who were all very supportive and even started to pick odd items along the way which is great!

A mind blowing amount of litter was collected from both sections with items including 2 tents, numerous items of clothing, large polystyrene blocks, ruck sack covers, hundreds for plastic bottles and

even a pair of children's welly boots! 

This weighed in at well over 100kg so a sterling effort from everyone involved. Ross.  
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All in all over a third of a tonne was removed from the 3 Peaks by nearly 100 volunteers. I think our actions have generated a fantastic response -

already the BMC & MTA want to get behind the concept & make it a recurring national event - certainly the volunteers I spoke to wanted to come

again - and we got a lot of interest from people who wanted to expand the concept to their own local hills.

I think the stand out moments of the day for me were (in no particular order):

People turning up! - it was quite lonely for a while.

The firemen who came over from Hull - a long way to do a good thing.

The lady who listened intently to one of the volunteers explain what we were doing, then threw her fag butt away in front of him!

The 3'x2' plastic gravestone. If it was your loved one's favourite place then don't desecrate it!

Just how much fun was had picking up other people's (often disgusting) rubbish.

The last thing I'd say on it is from the experience on the day of one of KMC's members, Conan Harrod. Those of you who know him will be

unsurprised to know that Conan took a longer way back down. Armed with a bin bag he expected to bring a lot more rubbish down with him ( his 4

man team collected 30kg and a discarded bike on the way up). However as soon as Conan headed up Bowfell away from the 3 Peak route, and back

down the band...the rubbish mostly disappeared & he ended up just bringing a few items down. I take from this that perhaps Scafell Pike needs

our protection - but it seems that the vast bulk of people who get off that beaten track are good 'un's!
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Kalymnos Report

by Ken Taylor

Islands in the sun – Kalymnos

I’d heard so many good stories about Kalymnos that when Chris Michalak suggested it, I snapped at it. So too did Steve Livingston and a couple of

other non-KMC members, Andy and Richard. I even overcame my antipathy towards Ryanair and made the obvious choice of flying from

Liverpool to Kos, as the start of an island hopping odyssey – Great Britain to Kos to Kalymnos (and to Telendos too, on a couple of days). We went

in early October, coinciding with peak season and the latest International Climbing Festival.

 

Kalymnos was everything I’d expected it to be and more. The first thing to strike me was how climber-oriented it is. The place is full of climbers

and those servicing the climbers’ needs. Scooters whizz backwards and forwards, driven by climbers ignoring the one way system intent on

getting to the routes as quickly as possible. The 9 o’clock bus is not to run the kids to school but to take climbers to the crags (see photo).

And boy what crags. The 2010 guide lists 64 different sectors, each with several sub-sectors, and all within easy reach of the main base of

Masouri/Myrties and blessed with short walk-ins (15 minutes is a major expedition). There are around 1,700 climbs recorded in the latest guide,
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ranging from F3c to F9a, and all of them incredibly well-bolted. This means you can really throw yourself into upping your grades, should you so

wish (which we didn’t). The names are painted onto the base of most climbs, so you can’t go wrong – just pick your route and follow the bolts. But

be warned, the grading 

is inconsistent and the routes are generally harder than their Kendal wall counterparts.

 

Despite our ridiculously early start on Sunday (2.30am from Kendal), by 5.00pm local time on Day 1, we were savouring our first routes on Poet’s,

including the excellent F6a ‘Anacreonte’ and almost as good Poet’s Corner (F5+). Next day found us at Dolphin Bay, which felt like a Cornish or

Pembrokeshire sea cliff. We came away with a tally of around 8 routes, with the best being Kavouras (probably a little overgraded at F6a+) – see

photo (courtesy of Andy Chadwick).

Day 3 saw us feasting on Belgian Chocolates – a sub-sector of Noufaro, working our way through a selection of delights and, as it turned out,

following in the footsteps of Shaw and Judith. The inconsistency of the grades revealed itself when we tried Dodo – a 6a+ route with an

outrageously thin crux close to the anchor.

 

On these hot rock sports climbing trips, I find all the climbs merge in my memory so that no single route stands out. So, I like to slot in a

multi-pitch jobbie if I can, and the route of choice at Kalymnos was ‘Wings for Life’ (250m, F6a, 11 pitches). Luck was on our side the day we did it

– no-one else on the route, not too hot and no granny-stoppers on the two 6a pitches. The walk down in the afternoon heat seemed interminable

until we took a dip in the sea at the nudists’ beach and a beer 

at the bar overlooking the straits.

 

We consummated our relationship with the island with Wild Sex (F6b – heavy going and we needed a rest before topping out), done with a Free

Style (F6a+ - more easy going) stimulated by a warm up in the form of Pornokini (F6a – a bit more laid back). After this fitting climax, it got too

hot, more beers beckoned, and there was a bit of snorkelling to be done. It’s tough but someone had to do it. 

 

Why not volunteer?

Photo – Steve climbing Papou (F5c+) at Arginonta belayed by Chris.
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Dear diary!!

by Matt Hart

Well summer is over and it's time to start wishing for the type of weather that would install fear and dread in to mere mortals.

It's been a summer of improvement for me this summer. I've revisited routes that I couldn't get up last year (no mention of Flying Buttress please),

I've begun to lead some of the routes that Conan scared me on last year including my major tick for the year 'Little Chamonix'.
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The highlight of my summer has been a little trip to Glen Coe.

Once the enormous tent was pitched and I'd waited for Kelvyn to stop wetting himself laughing about the size of my tent (tent envy Kelvyn, it

comes to us all at some point in life) * Editors note - you could have parked a van in this thing!*  we settled for an evening checking out the facilities, started a

fire to rid the area from Mcmidges and hit the pub for a well deserved beer or two.

Day 1 was an early start as we headed out to Aonach Eagach ridge. This was a long day but well worth the foot ache at the end. God only knows

how folk do that route with snow and ice????

  

Day 2 consisted of 'Curved Ridge'. The point of this day was to experience some short roping technique and to get a feel for how to move as a

team. This was a great day with some great views.

Admittedly, I was feeling a bit knackered and we decided an evening in the pub was clearly the cure.
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a slightly grumpy Matt on Curved Ridge

Day 3 ..........what can I say?? I had every intention of climbing Tower Ridge, but just didn't feel like I had it in me. So instead of sulking I

suggested we took the tourist route up the mighty Ben. I had to do it as I had never been up there before.

All in all, I had a great break away. I intended to put three big days in and this was what I achieved with the help (a lot of help) from Mr James.

Anyhoo, roll on winter as I fully intend to climb a lot of ice this winter so hopefully, ALL of you experienced ice climbing folk, remember us not so

experienced folk who really want to join in.

Matt.
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Various Members SUMMER Pics
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Last official rock meet of the year at Hutton Roof, though the great weather kept most folk out for longer.

The infamous bike. Discarded by tossers - removed by hero's. Even ridden by some!

Loz taken by Shaw in Pembroke.
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Matt Hart's drinking habits don't go down well with the staff at the Clachaig.

Stunning pic by Cath of Pete M. on Pisgah Buttress Direct.

Ian H's Brocken Spectre on the Newlands Round.
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The sunsets on the outdoor climbs at the Jack Scout Cove BBQ.
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News & Stuff

So stuff you may know or may not....

The Club's AGM will be in January. This year several committee members will need replacing - we will shortly be sending out a form for

nominations - please keep an eye out for it & possibly have a think if there's something you could offer the club?

At the same time we will also be sending out our first membership survey - your chance to have a say about the how, what, why & when of the

club.

As the nights get dark people start to plot next years adventures - feel free to email round some ideas - you never know who'd be up for a

roadtrip - mentioned so far (usually over a brew at the wall) are Lundy, Kalymnos, Pembroke.. but more ideas & offers are always great!
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**********************************************************************************************************************************************************

& that's it folks for Summer 2013. I'm sat typing this as the sleet hammers into the window, which can surely only mean snow up high. The axes

have been sharpened, the touring skis beckon & I may even have to try out the dark art of snow shoeing, hope I see a few of you out there too, take

care & have fun

Kelvyn

kelvynjames@gmail.com
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